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      This is a sound introduction to proposal writing, especially for those unfamiliar with the process. It is clearly presented and written in largely jargon-free language that will appeal to the neophyte... The work is useful as an introduction to the proposal-writing process.

Maryam Nazari
Online Information Review



  
              


    
      



 


 
      This is a fabulous text that is pitched at the right level, yet accessible to all undergraduate and postgraduate level students.  The information is clear and well laid out and the book is easy to navigate.
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      essential reading for part time masters students undertaking research methods module




  
          Dr Brian Nyatanga




              


    
      



 


 
      This textbook covers well the basic elements for tailoring and designing a professional research proposal. However, it should be combined with other textbooks as it is not extensive.

Strongly recommended.
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      A very clear and step-by-step approach to writing research proposals.

Very useful when undertaking research for the first time. I would recommend it to any new researcher.




  
          Miss Karine Mangion




              


    
      



 


 
      Proposals are so strange to students new to research.  They cannot understand the need of justification but jump straight in to wanting to do things.  This text will help understand the need to plan




  
          Mr Martyn Jarvis




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent book that clearly takes the students through the process of planning a research proposal.




  
          Miss Sharon Brooks




              


    
      



 


 
      a useful addition to research methods module reading list




  
          Mrs Carolyn Felton




              


    
      



 


 
      I am recommending this as supplemental reading to PhD students in the first part of their doctoral research. It is as very helpful tool to aid thinking about exactly how to develop their proposals. I also am recommending it to colleagues seeking to become research active.
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      Important book for classes with applied research projects for students and advanced Master's.
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      Very handy text to provide straightforward advice on developing good quality research proposal.
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      I really like this book. It is well structured and presents what can be quite a daunting topic for student researchers in a helpful step-by-step approach. The content is thorough but written in an accessible style.




  
          Mrs Yvette Winnard




              


    
      



 


 
      Many students find the writing of a research proposal daunting, however, this textbook provides helpful guidance for students who are confronted with writing a proposal for the first time.




  
          Professor Johan Van Graan




              


    
      



 


 
      A good author and a clear text to read.




  
          Mrs Louise Boole




              


    
      



 


 
      A really useful book, but not so relevant for student researchers.




  
          Ms Alison Fielding




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is well structured and highly informative. Anyone would like to read it over and over. It is a good resources for the entire research project life cycle.




  
          Dr Olatunde Aremu




              


    
      



 


 
      I will recommend this for my Masters Students as for some of them it has been a long time since they developed formal research proposals.




  
          Mrs Nina Quinlan




              


    
      



 


 
      systematic and a good springboard for the novice who needs to learn fast




  
          Miss Claire Emery




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is very much a step-by-step approach to preparing and producing a successful proposal. The book is most engaging though its activities and any aspiring researcher, whether they are using a quantitative or qualitative paradigm, will find this book useful. It nicely complements Keith Punch's book: Developing Effective Research Proposals (Sage); I shall be using both in my guidance to research students.
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      A gook book for my 4th Year nursing students who have to write a research proposal




  
          Ms Kathleen Rooney
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    SAGE Research Methods is a research methods tool created to help researchers, faculty and students with their research projects. SAGE Research Methods links over 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book, journal and reference content with truly advanced search and discovery tools. Researchers can explore methods concepts to help them design research projects, understand particular methods or identify a new method, conduct their research, and write up their findings. Since SAGE Research Methods focuses on methodology rather than disciplines, it can be used across the social sciences, health sciences, and more.

With SAGE Research Methods, researchers can explore their chosen method across the depth and breadth of content, expanding or refining their search as needed; read online, print, or email full-text content; utilize suggested related methods and links to related authors from SAGE Research Methods' robust library and unique features; and even share their own collections of content through Methods Lists. SAGE Research Methods contains content from over 720 books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and handbooks, the entire “Little Green Book,” and "Little Blue Book” series, two Major Works collating a selection of journal articles, and specially commissioned videos.
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